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Abstract 

In industries, for releasing any product into the market, various stages of testing 

procedure must be done on the product to test its functionality and reliability. The testing 

procedure has to be frequent and accurate enough to enable early defect detection. Manual 

testing procedures are time-consuming, need more human resources at the place of testing, 

have no concept of documentation, and have more chances of human errors. To overcome the 

variously described limitations of manual testing, test automation is a key tool for providing 

prompt feedback, tracking of developed firmware versions time-to-time and reducing the 

tester’s efforts to perform tests task repetitively. The main goal is to speed up test execution 

cycles and improve the accuracy as well as the performance of the module for end-user 

customer satisfaction. The proposed system works based on replacing the potentiometer with 

a relay configuration controlled by the digital output signal of the Programmable Logical 

Controller and Automated Test Framework. The study describes the transition from manual 

testing of modules with complex setup environments to automatic testing of modules with 

implemented hardware changes. 

Keywords: PLC Automation, Test automation of modules, Motor Over Temperature Protection module 

testing, Manual to Automatic testing, and extension modules testing. 
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1. Introduction  

In industries, increasing complexity due to manual testing of extension modules used 

for drives requires frequent and accurate automatic testing approaches. In CICD (Continuous 

Integration and Continuous Deployment) development, the released product or firmware 

undergoes various stages of testing the platform to see whether the developed product or 

firmware is effectively working as expected, on various products or drives as well as associated 

extension modules [1]. This research presents the journey from manual exploratory testing of 

an extension module known as a Motor over temperature protection module named “CPTC-

02” [2] to Automated Test Framework (ATF)-based automatic testing with hardware changes 

required for it. These modules are externally connected to drive products which are meant to 

provide the basic feature of a backup supply to drive when a power-off situation happens, along 

with the special feature of motor thermal protection. This allows the use of the module in 

temperature protection of motors in explosive atmospheres.  

To test its functionality for each release, various testing procedures which are written 

in test suites [1] are required, however all procedures were manually done by the testers team 

and had to invest too much time and effort. Therefore, automating manual exploratory testing 

to automatic testing has various advantages which are given as follows. (1) It reduces tester 

efforts to do the repetitive task of manual testing and at the same time handling instruments 

associated with the current test. (2) Performing manual exploratory testing requires many 

instruments as test setup e.g., Multimeters for relay output indication checkup, Potentiometers, 

etc., however after automating the tests, testing of modules is cost-effective for industries. (3) 

No human error, many accurate observations can be taken, quicker response than the action 

taken by the tester to perform test step, and achieving more exact calibrated measurement are 

the advantages of automatic testing (4) Though manual testing does not contain any proof of 

its assurance except for those testers who are involved in it, while in automatic testing, properly 

documented results which are called as test reports will be generated. 

A promising framework for automating test processes to overcome the complexity of 

software components in automation systems that require systemic and frequent testing 

approaches was discussed in [1]. The work also presented that applying the framework in the 

industry will lead to improving automation systems’ development and product quality. A 

journey from complex manual exploratory testing to automatic test generation in an industry 

for example was discussed in [3]. In the work, test generation was applied to a GUI-based 
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application developed in a large industrial project, and generated report described the 

successful application of test generation in a real-world industry project. The regression test 

framework to implement automation testing without script development during test 

development was discussed in [4]. The work also presented the whole procedure of designing 

the framework and showed how the framework supports regression tests using script-free 

technology. The test automation pyramid showed the disciplined way of doing test automation 

to create test scripts that validates the technical and functional aspects of software [5]. 

This research work is organized as follows: Section II discusses the overview of the 

existing manual testing procedures for a motor drive. Section III talks about the experiments, 

and the evaluation of the proposed method i.e., automated testing of the electrical drive. Section 

IV concludes the paper. 

2. Overview of the Existing Manual Testing Procedures for Motor Over Temperature 

Module 

In the following section, the existing Manual testing procedures are described. 

A. Motor Thermal Protection Extension Module of Drives 

The motor thermal protection module comprises of one relay that signals motor 

overheating in addition to a motor thermistor connection for monitoring the motor temperature. 

The relay output has to be linked to the drive’s Safe Torque Off input in order for the drive to 

trip when the motor reaches a certain temperature. Between the motor thermistor connection 

and the other module connections, there is a strengthened insulation inside the module. The 

insulation creates a dependable protective barrier between the drive control circuits and the 

motor’s main circuit. With the CPTC-02 module and a thermistor protection circuit added, the 

drive control unit is therefore compatible with Protective Extra Low Voltage. 

B. Manual Testing Procedure to Test Module Functionality for Released Firmware/ 

Application 

The motor thermal protection module is having special feature of motor thermal 

protection in the explosive environment along with a basic application feature, hence testing 

the module functionality needs many stages of the testing platform [15]. For manual testing of 

this module, 3 different test cases are used to verify motor thermal protection functionality. 
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The work presented an exploratory manual analysis of the module. The procedure of generating 

automated test cases from manual testing took 7 months duration including hardware 

implementation. 

Test setup implementation: The Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) sensor senses 

the resistance from the potentiometer and trips accordingly [7]. There is a list of instruments 

needed for doing manual testing (1) 24V SMPS power supply (2) Multimeter for relay output 

validation (3) Switches for connecting and disconnecting the potentiometer (4) Potentiometers 

used for providing resistance to PTC sensor (use of motor thermistor is not allowed for safety 

concern). Test setup implementation is shown in Fig.1. 

C. Drawbacks of Existing Manual Testing Procedure 

During the time of releasing firmware/product, various testing procedures are needed 

to performed frequently and accurately [8]. Manpower is needed for configuring the 

potentiometer as well as observing the multimeter carefully for the different conditions of relay 

tripping.  

Time consumption to test all released products is the main drawback of manual testing. 

Also, except for the tester team who are involved in it, others do not have the proof of testing 

since the documentation of the whole test was not available [11]. Moreover, configuring 

potentiometer is prone to human error; so for the point of accuracy, a transition from manual 

testing to automatic testing is needed [9]. To overcome the above discussed drawbacks, a 

system for automatic testing of the motor over temperature module of a drive has been 

proposed. 

3. Experiments and Evaluation of the Proposed System 

In this section, the proposed system is described based on relay operation which is 

controlled by a PLC 24v digital output signal, the concept of communication b/w PLC and 

drive through Profibus DP, and the concept of Automated test framework (ATF) [6] used for 

test automation scripts. The command to PLC, as well as drive, is written in ATF test script 

structure which is based on the coordination between manual testing reports and hardware 

design implementation [10]. 
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From Fig. 2, it is clear that 4 relays are implemented for 3 different test cases which are 

energized by the 24V digital output of PLC. The communication protocol used between PLC 

and drive is Profibus DP, and the PC and drive are USB. These 3 test cases with their proper 

workflow are described in the upcoming section. 

A. Automated Testing of Drive with Proposed System 

1) Motor Over Temperature Protection Test: The concept behind motor over 

temperature protection is that whenever drive connected motor reaches to very high 

temperature, the PTC sensor senses the equivalent resistance value through the motor 

thermistor which is connected to the PTC sensor, the fault is generated to drive, and the motor 

should stop. If any condition is not satisfying, the bug needs to log for the respective firmware. 

For testing at the lab, the motor thermistor is replaced by a potentiometer for security 

issues[12], by providing open circuit condition/ infinite resistance condition to PTC sensor, 

verifying all the test steps. When a connected potentiometer is provided 1kohm (equivalent to 

normal temperature conditions), the fault should be resettable, and the motor should run. The 

flow chart for this test is shown in Fig. 3. 

2) PTC Short Circuit Test: The concept of the PTC short circuit test is that when 

a motor thermistor circuit is shorted due to any reason, it should be sensed by the PTC sensor 

(as zero resistance / short circuit condition is provided to the PTC sensor) and a fault must be 

generated, hence motor should stop running immediately. The fault should not be resettable as 

well as motor should not start. The flow chart for this test is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

               Figure 1. Manual Testing of Motor Over Temperature Module 
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Figure 2. Proposed System of Automatic Testing of Motor Over temperature Module 

3) Malfunctional Test: From Fig. 2, it is clearly visible that the relay pins of the 

extension module are connected to STO pins of the drive. The concept behind the malfunction 

test is to make sure when the circuit is incomplete or not properly connected [16], it should 

show a warning of Relay malfunctions. So, for automating the test case, 2 relays which are 

used for short circuit and open-circuited conditions for relays pins are used. Relay 1 is used for 

providing disconnection between relay and drive STO pins, and relay 2 is used for short-

circuited conditions near to relay pins. So, for both conditions, fault should be generated which 

should not be resettable. The first step is to provide disconnection (relay 1 is used) b/w STO 

pins and relay connection and check the warning. The second step is to connect back the 

connection between them, and when the warning is reset again, energize the relay 2 for the 

second condition of short circuit, check the warning and motor should not run. The flow chart 

for this test is shown in Fig. 5. 

B. Test Automation Setup 

To investigate the effectiveness of automated testing and for validating the above 3 test 

cases whether all the test cases are perfectly automated and produce the same results as a 

manual test, all 3 test cases with required hardware changes are tested on the driver setup as 

shown in Fig.6. 
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C. Automated Test Reports and Observations 

1) Automated Test Report of Motor Over Temperature Test:  

For test automation, the ATF framework is used. All the steps are clearly visible by step 

markers used in the test report graphs. 

 

                       Figure 3. Flow Chart for Motor Over Temperature Protection Test 

 

Figure 4. Flow Chart for PTC Short Circuit Test 
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Whenever the drive is in the run condition/no-fault condition [13], the modulating bit 

should be high. This condition is also satisfying in the below graph and by observing the graph, 

it can be said that when PTC IN disconnects, the warning bit gets high immediately and it is 

not resettable; as well as motor does not run until PLC gives a command to the relay to return 

to the normal condition [14]. The automated test report for this test is shown in Fig. 7. 

2) Automated Test Report of PTC Short Circuit Test:  

From the graph, it is found that, when the short circuit condition occurs, the tripping 

fault gets high immediately and it is not resettable; as well as the motor cannot run until it does 

not return to the normal condition (by connecting the back relay to NO condition and 1kohm 

applied to it). The automated test report for this test is shown in Fig.8. 

 

                               Figure 5. Flow Chart for Relay Malfunctional Test 
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                   Figure 6. Hardware Setup for Automated Testing of Drive 

3) Automated Test Report of Malfunction Test:  

From the graph, it is seen that there are 2 cases to validate malfunction testing. The first 

case is the disconnection between STO pins of the drive and relay pins of the module, and just 

after disconnection, the warning gets high till it is connected back to the normal condition.  

The second case is of a short circuit connection that occurs between relay pins of the 

extension module, and the checking occurs immediately if the warning gets high or not. The 

warning is resettable when it returns to the normal condition. The automated test report for this 

test is shown in Fig. 9.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Test Report of Motor Over Temperature Protection Test 
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Figure 8. Test Report of PTC Short Circuit Test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         Figure 9. Test Report of Malfunction Test 
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4. Conclusion 

The results of the proposed system show that, due to the test automation of extension 

modules, all the drawbacks of manual testing have been resolved. Frequent testing along with 

accuracy is now possible to test the released firmware efficiently. Documentation of results, as 

well as data logging to observe the test procedures at every step, is now possible after test 

automation. Moreover, there is no chance of human errors while calibrating complex setups 

associated with testing procedures. Hence, it can be concluded on the basis of the result that, 

test automation of the extension module (motor over temperature module) is a promising 

approach for the industry/organization to increase the productivity of tester team, quality and 

accuracy of the product produced. 
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